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ABSTRACT
Manual schedule creation often involves satisfying numerous
unique and conficting constraints, which becomes more cognitively demanding when creating a common academic schedule
with other individuals. Poor decision making caused by cognitive
overload can result in unsuitable schedules. This study proposes the
use of Boolean satisfability (SAT) solvers in an academic scheduling
system to help students balance scheduling preferences and satisfy
necessary constraints. Based on the availability of courses and the
scheduling preferences of users, the system automatically resolves
conficts and presents possible schedules. In a controlled experiment
with 42 undergraduate students, cognitive demand was reduced
by eliminating menial decisions, which signifcantly optimized the
creation of a common schedule among peers. We found that human
errors and emotional stress were diminished, and schedules created
using the system were more satisfactory to participants. Finally,
we present recommendations and design implications for future
academic scheduling systems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many universities employ an approach to academic scheduling
wherein students choose classes to enlist in for a given semester
[9, 15]. Under this approach, students are efectively responsible
for determining their own schedules. Scheduling in general tends
to be a complex task, meaning that it primarily necessitates conscious, rather than intuitive, mental efort [3, 8]. Here, complexity
arises due to the frequent need to satisfy diverse and conficting
constraints when making scheduling decisions [5]. A university
may ofer numerous classes for a single course that difer in terms
of assigned faculty members, days, times, and classrooms [6]. When
deciding which classes to include in their schedules, students must
account for various constraints related to considerations that may
be external (e.g., availability of slots for a specifc class) or personal
(e.g., preferences for specifc classes based on certain attributes) in
nature. Adding to this complexity, the scheduling process also often
entails creating and deliberating over diferent possible schedule
confgurations in order to arrive at an optimal fnal schedule [16].
In cognitive load theory, the act of decision making requires more
deliberative processing of information and consequently, more substantial cognitive resources [3, 11]. High cognitive load in scheduling, then, can be linked to the multitude of constraints that must
be satisfed. Constraint satisfaction entails the need to make considered decisions regarding the most feasible time slots in which
to assign diferent activities based on available information. Research further suggests that in more complex tasks, the quality of a
fnal decision is more likely to be stifed by higher cognitive load
[3, 17]. This may be attributed to the cognitive resources needed
for decision making being consumed by auxiliary tasks [11].
We consider how a scheduling system might be designed to assist
individuals in performing cognitive resource-heavy tasks involved
in scheduling. Research that looked at scheduling in individual universities showed that manual approaches to scheduling, wherein
students consult relevant course information then create schedules
by writing or typing relevant details manually, remained popular
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[34]. As manual schedule creation leaves students primarily reliant
on their own mental faculties to accomplish relevant tasks such
as evaluating and comparing possible schedule confgurations, it
retains the implicitly high cognitive load entailed in scheduling as
a task. Alternative approaches to scheduling might therefore be
developed under the guiding principle of lightening the cognitive
load of the entire scheduling process. Our research explores using
automation to augment decision making in scheduling, reducing the
cognitive efort required to make decisions when creating schedules. We specifcally focus on the incorporation of satisfability
(SAT) solver technology into a scheduling system design. Previous studies have used SAT solvers in designing systems in various
felds to address constraint satisfaction [2, 20, 35]. A SAT solver
can automate the process of creating schedules that are confgured
according to specifed constraints, efectively reducing cognitive
load by handling the cognitive resource-heavy task of deciding how
to optimally map out activities in schedules. We design this system
with the intent of supporting both individual and collaborative
scheduling.
Our research activities were primarily centered around a local
university that employs the academic scheduling approach outlined
earlier. Undergraduate students from this university were surveyed
and interviewed in order to identify common considerations of
students in academic scheduling. We contemplated how such considerations could be refected in a scheduling system design in
order to alleviate specifc aspects of manual scheduling perceived
to be tedious. We then outlined a design for a semi-automated
scheduling system that utilizes a SAT solver to create schedules
based on specifed constraints. We implemented this system in a
web application for academic scheduling targeted for use by undergraduate students. Students were invited to participate in usability
testing of the application, in which they were asked to perform
several tasks with the assistance of the application and provide
feedback on their experience. Data from testing was used to gauge
the efectiveness and usability of the system among its intended
end-user base. Throughout this paper, we outline insights obtained
from our research activities and note how these fndings informed
our system design process. This work contributes a framing of
SAT solver technology that highlights its potential application in
academic scheduling, especially in domains wherein students are
directly responsible for constructing their own schedules; and a
detailed analysis, supported by empirical fndings, of the positive
attributes of semi-automated schedule creation in comparison to
existing manual approaches. We close by discussing recommendations, design implications, and further opportunities for researchers
exploring optimization of the scheduling process.

2

RELATED WORK

Our research explores how a satisfability (SAT) solver might be
incorporated into a scheduling system in order to facilitate decision making, thereby minimizing the cognitive load of scheduling.
We describe the impact of constraint satisfaction on the decision
making process with respect to cognitive load levels. This is followed by a discussion of the infuence of cognitive load on human
decision making. We also discuss insights from previous works on
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SAT solver application and scheduling interface design in various
domains that informed our system design process.

2.1

Constraint Satisfaction in Scheduling

Efcient scheduling entails evaluating the feasibility and favorability of assigning activities to specifc time slots and days. This
evaluation is largely dependent on the constraints defned in a
specifc scheduling domain. As such, scheduling has been defned
as a problem concerning the satisfaction of a series of constraints,
which may be either hard or soft [1, 5]. Hard constraints must
be satisfed, whereas soft constraints, under which constraints for
preferences generally fall, are considered implicitly when creating
a schedule but may be violated [5]. Bharadwaj et al. [5] attributes
the complexity of scheduling to the presence of varied and often
conficting hard and soft constraints.
In a university setting, the formulation of student schedules for
an academic term or semester, also referred to as timetabling [28], is
persistently dictated by multiple interlocking constraints. In many
universities, students have the responsibility of designing their own
respective schedules [9, 15]. Employing this approach, a university frst plans classes to be ofered for a term – which generally
entails multiple classes being planned for an individual course –
that are then each assigned to particular days and times, as well as
classrooms and faculty members [6]. Students are then tasked with
selecting specifc classes to enlist in given the fxed class timetable
produced by the university; this is referred to as student scheduling
[28]. Student scheduling necessitates satisfying various constraints
in order to produce a schedule that might be deemed optimal by the
scheduling student [28, 31]. In this domain, hard constraints refect
inviolable conditions such as not being able to enlist in classes
without open enlistment slots, or whose inclusion in a schedule
might result in a time confict with another class currently in the
schedule [12, 21]. Soft constraints refect preferences for specifc
classes based on certain attributes (e.g., preferred days and times),
and as such vary on a case-by-case basis. Cheng et al. [9] associates difculties in performing student scheduling in a university
with the large number of constraints typically encountered in a
university scheduling domain. These were especially apparent in
universities with dense student populations, given the increased
difculty of resolving hard constraints (owing to the limited number
of enlistment slots for individual classes).
It is common for students to use a more hands-on approach to
creating academic schedules in preparation for enlistment [34]. A
student may frst consult available information regarding class offerings, evaluating relevant considerations and afterwards deciding
a feasible arrangement of classes that best fts personal preferences
[34]. The student may then produce a hand-drawn or digital visual
representation of a created schedule for future reference [34]. This
manual approach, however, possesses its limitations, particularly as
concerns entailed mental demand. When determining how to map
out specifc classes in a schedule, each decision must be carefully
evaluated according to numerous hard and soft constraints in order
to ensure its feasibility. This mental demand is amplifed when one
considers the potential need to create numerous difering schedule
confgurations in order to evaluate a fnal confguration that might
be deemed optimal [16]. Acknowledging the prospect of improving
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on manual approaches to schedule creation, Strazzarino and Henry
[34] proposed automation as an efective means of addressing some
of the aforementioned limitations. They subsequently developed
and deployed a tool for a local university that extracted online
class ofering data, which was used to automatically create custom
schedules for students.
Noting mental demand as a signifcant contributor to the difculty of scheduling, we suggest that optimization of the scheduling
process might focus on the principle of reducing cognitive load.
This might be done by targeting aspects of scheduling that can be
identifed as particularly demanding of mental efort on the part of
the doer, such as constraint satisfaction and by extension decision
making.

2.2

Cognitive Load in Decision Making
Processes

In the context of human information processing, cognitive load, or
cognitive business, refers to the information held in human working
memory at any given time [23]. The level of cognitive load entailed
in a particular task is directly correlated to the amount of working
memory resources required to perform the task [23]. Research has
looked into the impact of cognitive load level on the outcomes of
decision making processes in particular.
Allen et al. [3] performed an experiment that aimed to observe
the efect of cognitive load manipulation on the ability of participants to accurately derive uncertainty information from presented
graphs and make decisions about optimal behaviors based on this
information. Cognitive load was increased for half of the participants in the form of an additional instruction to remember a specifed eight-digit number for the duration of the experiment. Results
indicated that while participants tended to perform consistently
well on graph interpretation and mean and probability estimation
questions, where information needed to ascertain answers was
“overtly display[ed]” in the graphs “in an easy-to-read fashion”, cognitive load impacted performance in behavioral choice questions,
“presumably because of the need for more efortful attention and
deliberative processes necessary to make [judgments]” [3]. These
results supported the supposition that in a task involving decision
making, the complexity of the task determines the extent to which
decision making quality is hampered by high cognitive load [3].
Complexity here may be described as the extent to which a task
requires conscious efort and deliberation on the part of the doer [3].
Chandra and Ghosh [8] posited that complex tasks require greater
use of controlled or conscious knowledge to supplement automated
or unconscious knowledge.
Desmarais [11] specifes a distinction between automatic processes, which “occur outside of awareness, are efortless, independent of other processes, and involuntary” and are thus unafected
by cognitive load, and controlled processes, which “require signifcant cognitive resources, and conscious efort and/or thought”.
The impact of high cognitive load on a controlled decision making
process thus becomes apparent because here, decision making cannot be done efciently in an instinctive and unconscious manner,
instead requiring substantial cognitive resources of its own. The
quality of a fnal decision may thus be stifed by cognitive overload
[3, 17]. This may be attributed to the cognitive resources needed
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for decision making being consumed by external tasks [11]. Ferrari
and Dovidio [13] linked cognitive overload to a decreased ability to
process relevant information needed to make a decision, suggesting
that the range of information that can be processed in a decision
making task is limited by the availability of cognitive resources.
Considering the potential for cognitive overload to hinder decision making, optimization of a controlled decision making process
may be approached under the principle of maximizing cognitive
resources. Mentally-demanding subtasks present in a decision making domain might thus be specifcally targeted in order to free up
needed cognitive resources. This perspective informed our conceptualization and subsequent design of a student scheduling system
targeted at automating the specifc subtask of constraint satisfaction.

2.3

Boolean Satisfability Solvers

A solver is a general-purpose algorithm that is applied to automatically search for solutions to a given problem. A solver approach may
be utilized to avoid having to develop new algorithmic solutions
from scratch for individual applications where intelligent search is
needed, while providing high performance [7]. A satisfability (SAT)
solver is a solver that, given a list of clauses, either fnds a model
that can satisfy all of the clauses or reports unsatisfability. SAT
solvers are capable of solving hard-structured problems with over
a million variables and several million constraints. They provide
a minimalistic black box approach wherein no external tuning is
needed to determine a solution to the Boolean satisfability problem
[7]. This problem, also referred to as the propositional satisfability
problem and the SAT problem, is a constraint satisfaction problem
that entails determining whether there exists an assignment of
variables that can satisfy a given set of constraints [4]. It is known
to be NP-complete and is of tremendous importance in computer
science [37].
SAT solver usage is a popular approach to addressing practical
problems that may be encoded into SAT [2]. Despite their potential
exponential run time, SAT solvers are increasingly being considered
as general-purpose tools in multiple domains, including several involving scheduling [14]. Achá and Nieuwenhuis [2] and Strichman
[35] implemented solutions to curriculum-based course timetabling
and course scheduling using propositional SAT solvers. Demirović
et al. [10] applied SAT solvers to employee scheduling, while Horbach et al. [20] applied them to tournament scheduling for sports
leagues.
We expand on previous works by designing a semi-automated
system for student scheduling that uses SAT solvers, which automate the menial tasks involved when creating a personal academic
schedule. In tackling this domain, we consider how a SAT solver
implementation might be undertaken outside the scope of previous
implementations, so as to facilitate a scheduling process that is
more directly tailored to considerations of individual users. In contrast to previous academic scheduling studies that have focused on
creating universal schedules afecting a large group by balancing
specifcations of multiple individuals (e.g., course scheduling according to faculty preferences, as in Strichman [35]), or according
to defned specifcations as opposed to human preferences (e.g.,
curriculum-based course timetabling, as in Achá and Nieuwenhuis
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[2]), this work aims to facilitate scheduling of a more personalized
nature. The designed system is intended to be used by students on
an individual basis in order to create schedules based on personal
considerations, or when collaborative scheduling is concerned, considerations of immediate friend groups. This expanded focus on
the scheduling experience with regard to the individual extends
to the overarching aim of making scheduling a less cognitivelydemanding process. As such, this work also contributes a more
overtly human-centered system evaluation approach. Performance
of the developed system is evaluated in terms of task completion
rates and measured user satisfaction, cognitive load, and stress.

2.4
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whose intended users are administrators or concerned third parties
tasked with creating schedules on behalf of others.

3

NEEDFINDING ACTIVITIES FOR
UNDERSTANDING THE SCHEDULE
CREATION PROCESS

We began by disseminating a survey to undergraduate students
to establish common procedures, priorities, and frustrations experienced during the schedule creation process. Afterwards, we
conducted semi-structured interviews with select participants in
order to derive additional insights and formalize initial fndings.
Contextual inquiry was later conducted to conceptualize potential
improvements to existing approaches to schedule creation.

Scheduling Interfaces

Much work on the development of scheduling tools has focused
on optimizing the scheduling process in terms of time and ease of
completion through particular approaches. Such tools have been
developed under the principle of improving on manual scheduling
methods by providing more convenient means of accounting for
intricate considerations such as user preferences and calendar context [22, 24], as well as facilitating collaborative scheduling [24, 36]
and schedule visualization [36].
Several studies have specifcally looked into integrating automation into interfaces for scheduling systems. Kim et al. [24] designed
a scheduling system that attempts, through use of a deep neutral
model, to learn user preferences and understand raw calendar contexts that include natural language, so as to plan optimal schedules
for one or more users more intuitively. In a groupware calendar
system developed by Tullio et al. [36], modules for intelligently
identifying events common to calendars of multiple individuals and
predicting event attendance, along with an interface for visualizing
the outputs of these modules, were implemented in order to facilitate more efcient collaborative event planning. Huh et al. [22]
developed an automated interactive system intended for use by case
managers in clinics in order to schedule appointments, accounting
for preferences of patients and health care providers alike. Of particular note was the emphasis of the study on evaluating the degree
to which user control might be maintained in a system interface so
as to optimize user experience. Three interfaces with varying degrees of user control in manipulating schedules were designed and
subsequently tested with users [22]. Findings ultimately pointed to
the favorability of maintaining a balance between automated and
manual functionalities; the proponents stressed the importance of
providing a user of a system with detailed information on how the
system arrives at automated decisions and factors in specifcations
manually entered by the user [22]. On user—AI collaboration, Oh
et al. [26] similarly advises that user experience might be improved
throughout interactive processes by providing users with adequate
control over decision making, as well as detailed instructions.
The above-mentioned fndings on the signifcance of according
users control over decision making suggest benefts to implementing a semi-automated interface in designing a scheduling system, as
has been done in this work. This signifcance could be posited to be
more evident in domains such as student scheduling, where users,
in this case students, are directly concerned with creating their
own schedules. This can be contrasted against scheduling systems

3.1

Methodology

We administered an online needfnding survey for undergraduate
students from a local university. The survey was entirely voluntary
and was distributed to students from diferent disciplines. Responses
were collected from 54 students (30 female, 24 male). The base of respondents comprised 14 frst-year students, 8 second-year students,
16 third-year students, and 16 fourth-year students. This data was
consolidated into afnity diagrams and subsequently analyzed.
Out of the 54 needfnding survey respondents, 16 were chosen
to participate in a semi-structured, in-depth interview. All chosen
participants agreed to be interviewed, and they all completed their
respective interviews. The participants comprised regular (N=10),
delayed (N=4), and shiftee students (N=2). They were chosen among
the needfnding survey participants because they responded to questions posed in the survey with answers that we deemed unique or
unexpected. Interviewees were asked to expound on their perspectives regarding certain points initially raised in the survey. This
facilitated a more in-depth understanding of the experiences of
students with schedule creation.
Contextual inquiry was conducted with a new set of 5 undergraduate students from the same university as participants, all of
whom had not been previously surveyed or interviewed. We observed participants as they demonstrated their typical approaches
to schedule creation. The efectiveness of these approaches was
evaluated based on observation and inquiry of participants. Participants were asked about their sentiments regarding their utilized
scheduling approaches, including their general satisfaction with
these approaches and possible areas in which these approaches
could be made more efcient.

3.2

Findings

Based on analysis of needfnding data, six primary categories of
student scheduling preferences—time, day, human relations, proximity, course priority, and workload—were identifed, along with
their corresponding subcategories, as shown in Table 1. The preferences refected in the eventual design of the proposed scheduling
system encompassed these categories. Common approaches to and
experiences with student scheduling were also identifed.
3.2.1 Procedures and Utilized Tools. All participants in needfnding
activities noted that they frst consult their respective academic
fowcharts to determine courses that they need to take in a given
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Table 1: Preference taxonomy schema.
Depth 1

Depth 2
Break preferences

Time
preference

Day
preference
Human
relations
preference
Proximity
preference
Course
priority
preference
Workload
preference

Distribution preference
Start time preference
End time preference
Limit number of days
Free day
Faculty preference
Friend preference
Nearby rooms
Far away rooms
"Must have" courses

Depth 3
Long breaks
Short breaks
Compressed
Spread out
Early start time
Late start time
Early end time
Professors to take
Professors to avoid

“Nice to have" courses
Number of daily courses
Balancing the spread of heavy and
light courses

semester, then view online details on available class oferings for
these courses. From here, participants noted diferent tools that
they respectively use to facilitate subsequent schedule creation.
Survey respondents indicated that they used online schedule creation websites1 (69%), spreadsheet software2 (13%), and note-taking
applications (2%). 31% of respondents indicated that they created
schedules without the assistance of any tools.
Participants perceived the process of schedule creation to be potentially stressful due to several "worst-case" considerations. They
considered long-term impact, noting that failure to enlist in certain
courses could lead to delayed graduation. The impact of schedules
on quality of life was also noted, with participants emphasizing
the stress of adhering to an unsatisfactory routine for the entire
duration of a semester. Considering these scenarios, participants
noted that they create backup schedules if circumstances do not
permit desired schedules to be followed, as enlistment tends to be
time-sensitive.
3.2.2 Perceived Redundancy and Ineficiency. Participants identifed several menial tasks entailed in manual schedule creation,
including sorting through all ofered classes; evaluating which
classes to select; mentally resolving potential time conficts between classes; and manually inputting classes into a visual schedule. These tasks were generally described as tedious given their
repetitive and time-consuming nature, which is compounded when
creating multiple possible schedules.
1 https://classup.plokia.com/,

https://schedninja.com/
2 Microsoft Excel, Google Spreadsheets

https://freecollegeschedulemaker.com/,
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3.2.3 Perceived Information Overload. Students must factor in various considerations in determining a particular schedule confguration that they might deem most satisfactory. Participants noted
that when comparing ofered classes for a particular course, they
consider time slots and professors of individual classes. They also
evaluate the spread of class workload within a particular day or
week. It was noted that participants often found themselves shifting
back and forth between pages displaying information for specifc
class oferings in order to facilitate the aforementioned comparison.
Instantaneous processing of large amounts of information may be
overwhelming, and viewing multiple schedules at once may be
confusing.
Some participants made use of color labels to determine a hierarchy of possible scheduling choices. They marked individual class
oferings with specifc colors to denote their perceived favorability (i.e., using diferent color labels for "good" classes, "acceptable"
classes, and classes that should be avoided). However, this strategy
becomes less efective when dealing with numerous classes that are
all perceived to be similarly favorable to add to a schedule. Color
diferentiation is not particularly meaningful in helping a student
decide between two classes of similar priority.
3.2.4 Proneness to Errors. Common problems, such as pain points
and workarounds, were observed, and suggestions were solicited as
participants accomplished schedule creation tasks over the course of
contextual inquiry. We asked the participants to naturally perform
their respective schedule creation methods using their preferred
tools, if they had any. Many participants created schedules without
realizing the presence of conficts between classes. This problem
was more apparent among participants who rendered their schedules as pure text as opposed to those who rendered them visually,
indicating that visual cues helped to make conficts more readily
identifable. Misspellings of course codes were also observed to
have been committed and overlooked by participants.

4

SYSTEM DESIGN

The scheduling system covered features for schedule creation and
management. Features were determined according to potential usefulness for students, which was established based on needfnding
data. This data encompassed insights regarding practices followed
by students in the schedule creation process as well as suggestions
from students on how this process could be improved. We designed
eight modules that a user may interact with: view course, schedule management, view peer information, compare schedule, copy
schedule, coordinate schedule, profle management, and export.
Reduction of cognitive load is primarily facilitated by the schedule
management module, which covers features for preference specifcation and schedule generation. Collaborative scheduling is facilitated
by the view peer information, compare schedule, copy schedule,
and coordinate schedule modules.

4.1

Preference Specifcation

The system enables the specifcation of various preferences that
refect the aforementioned primary preference categories. Preferences are specifed by a user. A user may input information into as
many preference felds as one deems necessary. As such, preference
specifcation is not necessary if a user does not have preferences in
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any of the covered preference areas. Inputted preferences assist the
system during the schedule generation process in narrowing down
generated schedule variations. The feature is primarily intended to
assist each user in deciding a schedule confguration that best suits
personal preferences. The interfaces for preference specifcation
and related functionalities are shown in Figure 1.

Finally, the system facilitates schedule generation that accounts
for preferences specifed by the user and preferences specifed by selected friends of the user, as well as courses that both parties, based
on their current saved schedules, plan on taking. Three schedule
variations are produced as a result of this process.

4.2

To better understand the impact of the proposed scheduling system
on schedule creation performed by students, we compared use of
the system against use of existing manual scheduling methods in a
controlled experiment.

Schedule Generation

The system generates ten schedule variations based on course and
section selections made by a user. During schedule generation, class
conficts are automatically resolved by the system based on defned
hard and soft constraints. Hard constraints include unavailability
of classes, overlapping timeslots, and taking only a single class for
each course [28]. Preferences specifed by a user are refected as
soft constraints. A user may set selected courses to "high" or "low"
priority, enabling the system to recognize courses to prioritize for
inclusion in generated schedules. A user may further indicate specifc classes that one wishes to include in or exclude from generated
schedules.
A user can manually edit a generated schedule. This allows a
user to refne a generated schedule that might not be deemed fully
satisfactory. Resulting conficts are automatically resolved by the
system, with the user being immediately notifed about the presence
of a confict and given the option to either proceed with the edit
and automatically resolve the confict, or to cancel the edit.
Automatic confict resolution and schedule generation are handled by an open-source SAT solver3 . To interface with the SAT
solver, three modules were designed and implemented: an encoding
module, a SAT solver module, and a decoding module. The encoding module receives JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) inputs from
the schedule management module and transforms preference data
into propositional satisfability constraints. These constraints are
then processed by the SAT solver module. The SAT solver module
receives conjunctive normal form (CNF)-formatted input from the
encoding module and processes this input using a SAT solver. After
processing, the corresponding information is passed to the decoding module, which converts the SAT solver outputs into a schedule
formatted as a JSON fle. It passes outputted JSON fles back to the
schedule management module for display.

4.3

Collaborative Scheduling

Functionalities that facilitate collaborative scheduling were implemented in the system. The system allows users to add other users
as friends. The schedule comparison feature enables side-by-side
comparison of a schedule saved by a user and a schedule saved by
a friend of the user. For each schedule, a visual representation of
the schedule is displayed alongside an informative table containing
specifc details about each class in the schedule. Common classes
between two schedules are highlighted for easier identifcation.
A user may copy schedules of friends for personal reference. The
implementation of this feature was spurred by the insight that some
students choose to adhere to schedules of peers whom they would
like to attend classes with. The feature is thus intended to alleviate
the tediousness of manually reproducing an existing schedule that
a user wishes to adhere to.
3 https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3

5

5.1

EVALUATION

Participants

During testing, participants were divided equally into 2 groups: the
control group and the experimental group. Each group comprised
7 cliques (groups of friends) that performed the same sets of tasks,
amounting to 14 cliques in total. The cliques were composed of
actual peers that had experienced at least three trimesters of coordinating schedules with each other. Each clique consisted of 2–4
members; cliques were balanced according to demographics and
their indicated amounts of experience with schedule creation. This
was accounted for considering that participants were similar in
several aspects, including year level, course degree, and student
status4 . For testing, a new set of participants was recruited, consisting of 42 students (18 female, 24 male), all of whom had not taken
part in the prior needfnding and contextual inquiry activities. The
participants are comprised of 12 second-year students, 18 third-year
students, 4 fourth-year students, and 8 ffth-year students recruited
from one college.

5.2

Procedure

Each test was administered remotely, considering that students
typically discuss and perform schedule creation in this manner.
Audio and screen activity were recorded for the duration of each
test. Online chat groups were created for each clique in order to
facilitate communication and observe interactions between group
members. Each test lasted around 60–70 minutes.
Data on hypothetical class oferings was created for use in testing procedures. This data was based on historical course ofering
data made publicly available by the university that served as the
testing domain. To reduce potential bias, this data was not shown to
participants prior to commencement of testing. Participants were
given varying lists of required courses to enlist in. The intent was
to observe how they would handle this constraint when creating
schedules.
The test setup comprised three main procedures. In the frst
procedure, participants were tasked with individually creating their
schedules, only taking their own personal preferences into consideration and not communicating with any of their group members. In
the second procedure, participants were tasked with coordinating
with their group members to create their respective schedules; they
were prompted to use their usual methods of schedule creation and
communication. In the third procedure, groups were posed with
a scenario in which some or all of their members are unable to
4 Pertains

to the current standing of the student as pertains to graduation, i.e., being
"delayed" for graduation or otherwise "regular"
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Figure 1: Interfaces for specifying preferences, adding courses to be refected in generated schedules, and selecting preferred
schedules among generated schedule variations.

Figure 2: Interfaces for comparing schedules with a friend and collaborative schedule generation with one or more friends.
enlist in desired classes owing to sudden unavailability of slots,
requiring them to adjust their schedules accordingly. Times taken
by participants to complete each procedure were recorded.
The two groups were tasked with accomplishing the aforementioned three main procedures. As such, all cliques across both
groups performed the same set of tasks. However, each group was
asked to complete these tasks using a diferent tool. Cliques in the
control group were asked to freely demonstrate their own respective schedule creation methods using their preferred tools, if they
had any, while cliques in the experimental group were asked to use
the proposed scheduling system. Before accomplishing the tasks,

the experimental group was only given a general description of the
system, in order to observe its intuitiveness for frst-time users.
At the conclusion of testing, each participant was presented
with a survey and a questionnaire to accomplish. Responses were
used to assess cognitive load and stress experienced by participants
while using the system. Follow-up interviews were conducted with
participants at least a week after the testing session in order to
evaluate quality of and satisfaction with decisions made during
testing.
5.2.1 User Experience Qestionnaire. The User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) was used to measure the classical usability and the
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user experience of the system. It can be used to measure against competing products, measure the improvement of user experience in an
iterated product, determine sufciency in user experience, and determine areas requiring improvement. The UEQ complements evaluations that have subjective quality assessment because it provides
supplementary data [25]. It encompasses scales for six categories:
attractiveness, perspicuity, efciency, dependability, stimulation,
and novelty.
The UEQ also encompasses a benchmark evaluation that facilitates interpretation and evaluation of the user experience of a
product. Benchmark categories are primarily applicable to business
and web applications [29].
5.2.2 NASA Task Load Index. The NASA Task Load Index (NASATLX) assessment tool was used to gauge the amount of mental workload perceived by participants in the process of creating schedules.
The NASA-TLX is administered as a questionnaire that evaluates
perceived workload according to six categories: mental demand,
physical demand, temporal demand, performance, efort, and frustration [18]. Each category is rated on a 10-item scale, with 1 representing "low" and 10 representing "high". The frustration metric
may be used to measure stress levels in a specifed domain [30].
5.2.3 Positive and Negative Afect Schedule. The Positive and Negative Afect Schedule (PANAS) questionnaire was used to gauge
afects experienced by participants when creating schedules. As the
PANAS evaluates the elicitation of psychological stress reactions
in individuals, it has been utilized in studies concerning decision
making under stress in order to establish stress induction in a specifed domain [32, 33]. We specifcally administered the Positive and
Negative Afect Schedule — Short Form (PANAS-SF), a concise 10item variation of the PANAS [38]. Participants were asked to rate
fve adjectives measuring positive afectivity and fve measuring
negative afectivity on a fve-point scale, with 1 representing "none"
and 5 representing "very much".
5.2.4 Subjective Mental Efort Qestionnaire. The Subjective Mental Efort Questionnaire (SMEQ) was used to gauge the amount of
mental efort perceived by participants as being necessary to create
schedules. The SMEQ consists of a single 150-point scale with nine
labels positioned at certain points. Each label describes a perceived
level of efort to perform a task, ranging from "not at all hard to do"
to "tremendously hard to do" [27].
5.2.5 Survey Qestions. Four-point survey questions were also
administered in order to evaluate the system in terms of perceived
efciency and satisfaction. Participants were asked to rate how
much they agreed with a series of statements on a four-point scale,
with 1 representing "strongly disagree" and 4 representing "strongly
agree". These statements inquired regarding perceptions of performing key tasks entailed in schedule creation. Presented statements
were formulated with the intent of these serving as indicators for
four self-defned metrics: stress, cognitive load, ability for efcient
decision making, and ability for efcient group collaboration.

5.3

Follow-Up Interviews

Participants were interviewed in order to evaluate efciency of and
satisfaction with the system, as well as quality of decisions made
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while using the system. We found that a week-long interim period
between testing and interview dates was sufcient to ensure that
participants did not recall created schedules and were no longer
fatigued by the experiment, which may have potentially skewed
answers. Questions were formulated using a study on meeting
scheduling by Higa et al. [19] as a reference point.
Each participant was asked to answer a series of four-point survey questions. The participant was also asked to perform three
comparisons corresponding to the aforementioned three main testing procedures. In each comparison, two schedules – one of which
corresponded to the actual fnal schedule created by the participant
during a particular testing procedure, though the participant was
not made aware of this – were presented, and the participant was
asked to indicate the more preferable option. This was done to
gauge the quality of schedules created using the system. Participants were then presented with the schedules they created during
testing and asked to rate each schedule based on perceived satisfaction on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 representing "not satisfed" and 4
representing "most satisfed".

6 RESULTS
6.1 Impact on Cognitive Load
One of the primary goals of this paper is to evaluate the impact
of a SAT solver-based scheduling system on the cognitive load of
the schedule creation process. Figure 3 shows the diference in
cognitive load experienced by participants during schedule creation. Total NASA-TLX scores indicated that participants in the
experimental group (M = 17.04, σ = 5.48) perceived less cognitive
workload compared to participants in the control group (M = 26.52,
σ = 8.58). A Student’s paired two-tailed t-test between the experimental and control groups indicates a signifcant decrease in the
level of perceived cognitive workload for the experimental group,
t(40) = 4.26, p < 0.001.
Subjective mental efort scores indicated that schedule creation
necessitated less mental efort to be undertaken for participants in
the experimental group (M = 17.38, σ = 8.32) compared to participants in the control group (M = 37.14, σ = 33.00). A Student’s paired
two-tailed t-test between the experimental and control groups
showed a signifcant decrease in the level of necessitated mental
efort for the experimental group, t(40) = 2.66, p < 0.05.
Various tasks entailed in schedule creation were found to be
less efortful to undertake by the participants in the experimental
group. The most signifcant diference in perceived levels of efort
between the two groups was observed in the task of keeping track
of the availability of slots for individual classes. The control group
considered this task "very difcult", while the experimental group
considered it "very easy". Adjusting created schedules and resolving
conficts between classes in a schedule were considered "difcult"
by the control group and "easy" by the experimental group. Within
the experimental group, tasks necessitating working with multiple
schedules were likewise found to be less efortful to undertake.
Creating diferent possible schedule confgurations and keeping
track of multiple schedules were both considered "difcult" by the
control group, whereas the experimental group found these tasks
to be "very easy" and "easy", respectively.
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Figure 3: Cognitive load experienced by participants during schedule creation.
Both groups were of the prevailing sentiment that schedule
creation did not take long to accomplish. This sentiment was noted
to be more pronounced among participants in the experimental
group.

6.2

Impact on Perceived Stress

As measured through PANAS and NASA-TLX scores, perceived
stress was generally lower among participants in the experimental
group compared to participants in the control group. Figure 4 shows
the diference in perceived stress experienced by participants during
schedule creation. The total PANAS negative afect scores indicated
that participants in the experimental group (M = 6.85, σ = 1.79)
experienced less negative afects associated with stress compared to
participants in the control group (M = 10.28, σ = 3.22), t(40) = 4.25,
p < 0.001. The scores in the frustration subscale of the NASA-TLX
indicated that participants in the experimental group (M = 2.90, σ
= 1.86) experienced less irritation, stress, and annoyance compared
to participants in the control group (M = 4.90, σ = 2.68), t(40) = 2.80,
p < 0.05.
A Student’s paired two-tailed t-test between the experimental
and control groups for both assessment tools resulted in p < 0.001,
which indicates a signifcant decrease in perceived stress for the
experimental group.
Relative to the control group, participants in the experimental
group were noted to have found schedule creation less stressful
and more efcient to undertake.

6.3

It was noted that the task of deliberating over choices of similar
perceived favorability, which was found to be "difcult" by the control group, was found to be "easy" by the experimental group. Furthermore, it was noted that among several decision-reliant schedule
creation tasks that the control group found "easy" to perform manually, greater ease of task completion was nonetheless observed
within the experimental group. These tasks included assessing the
favorability of possible class selections, organizing all information
necessary to create a schedule, and ultimately selecting classes,
weighing schedule possibilities, and creating a fnal schedule.
Responses from participants in the control group to the inquiry
of whether decision making (undertaken while performing the
scheduling method utilized in question) could still be improved
indicated a general sentiment of "agree", whereas responses to
this inquiry from participants in the experimental group using
the proposed system indicated a general sentiment of "strongly
disagree". Participants in the experimental group were noted to
have predominantly expressed that they found it easier to focus
on making decisions due to the reduced need to expend efort
on menial tasks such as creating multiple possible schedules and
considering possible conficts within created schedules.
Various human errors were noted to have been committed by
participants in the control group. Several groups created schedules
with conficts between classes, which they were unable to identify
until late in the process. Other errors included classes being missing
from generated schedule visualizations and failure of participants
to initially notice certain class oferings that they later indicated
they would have preferred to include in their schedules.

Impact on Ability for Decision Making

The amount of time taken for participants to create an academic
schedule in general was signifcantly smaller for the experimental
group (M = 40.35 min, σ = 8.04 min) compared to the control group
(M = 51.77 min, σ = 15.11 min). A Student’s paired two-tailed t-test
between the experimental and control groups resulted in t(40) =
3.06, p < 0.001. This indicates that participants in the experimental
group were able to make choices in signifcantly less time than
participants in the control group.

6.4

Impact on Ability for Group Collaboration

Both the control and experimental groups were noted to have taken
roughly the same amount of time to accomplish the frst group task.
For the second group task, the experimental group was noted to
have taken a signifcantly shorter time to fnish, as shown in Figure
5. This could be seen as an indication that the task of adjusting
schedules in a group may be undertaken more efciently using
the proposed system. It was observed that within the experimental
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Table 2: UEQ scores of the proposed system, with corresponding benchmark evaluations.

Figure 4: Perceived stress experienced by participants during schedule creation.

Figure 5: Times taken for participants to create a schedule
individually and in a group.
group, creation of possible schedules with multiple individuals was
found to have been easier to accomplish. It was also noted that
participants who used voice calls to coordinate schedule creation
were able to fnalize a schedule faster.
Within the control group, human errors in performing group
tasks were noted. Creation of schedules containing course conficts
was still a common occurrence. There were instances wherein participants would apply suggestions of peers to add certain classes
to their schedules, resulting in course conficts. Some participants
intended to simply copy a schedule already created by another peer,
only to fail to properly replicate this schedule.

6.5

User Experience and Usability

We also look at user experience and usability of the proposed system. UEQ results suggested that the participants found the system
to be acceptable in most relevant aspects. A benchmark evaluation
of the system is shown in Table 2. A Student’s paired two-tailed
t-test between the experimental and control groups on the aspects
of attractiveness (t(40) = 4.10), efciency (t(40) = 2.71), dependability (t(40) = 2.45), and stimulation (t(40) = 4.08), resulted in p <
0.05 (Figure 6). This indicates that participants in the experimental
group perceived better experience with the system in these aspects
than participants in the control group. In perspicuity, the system
registered a benchmark evaluation of "above average"; as such, the
system can be seen as lacking in this aspect based on benchmark
data5 . No signifcant diference was observed between the two
groups in terms of perspicuity.
Regarding satisfaction with created schedules, responses from
participants in the control group indicated a general sentiment of
"satisfed", while responses from participants in the experimental
5 Since

the benchmark contains data from established products, a new product should
ideally reach an evaluation of at least "good" on all scales [29].

Aspect
Attractiveness
Perspicuity
Efciency
Dependability
Stimulation

Score
2.11
1.43
1.86
1.60
1.92

Benchmark evaluation
Excellent
Above average
Good
Good
Excellent

Figure 6: Scores of the proposed system in relevant classical usability metrics (efciency, perspicuity, and dependability) and user experience metrics (attractiveness and stimulation).
group indicated a general sentiment of "very satisfed". A Mann–
Whitney U test between the experimental and control groups resulted in p < 0.05, which indicates that participants in the experimental group were more satisfed with the schedules they created
than participants in the control group.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Reduction of Workload and Stress
Automation of menial tasks entailed in scheduling—such as creating
multiple possible schedules and resolving possible conficts within
created schedules—could be deemed impactful on the reduction of
cognitive load and stress when creating personalized schedules. It
was noted that participants utilizing the semi-automated system
perceived performing various tasks entailed in schedule creation
to have been less cognitively efortful and stressful compared to
participants who used existing scheduling approaches. This was
particularly noted among tasks that involved dealing with multiple
schedule variations, which were identifed as being high in entailed
efort and stress by participants who used existing approaches.
The system was also noted to alleviate physical demand entailed
in schedule creation, as shown in Figure 3. Follow-up interviews
indicated that the act of switching between browser tabs and applications was perceived as physically demanding to participants
who utilized existing approaches. By contrast, participants who
utilized the system found the schedule creation process, and the
aforementioned tasks in particular, to have necessitated relatively
minimal physical demand. This could suggest that users who experience high cognitive load might in turn perceive physical tasks to
be more demanding.
It was noted that visualization through interface design elements
such as calendar views facilitated the perceived simplifcation of
tasks. Participants found that they comprehended schedules better
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when these were presented in a more visual-oriented weekly view
format. Feedback indicated that users might desire a degree of liberty in designing visual components, such as when designing visual
representations of schedules. Additionally, colors were found to be
intuitive, allowing users to more immediately discern individual
classes in schedules. Nonetheless, color choice should be thoughtfully considered in order to assure accessibility and readability of
visual elements containing text.

7.2

Optimization of Decision Making

Our fndings indicated that the integration of a SAT solver in a
semi-automated system could be deemed efective in optimizing
the creation of a common schedule among peers. This echoed the
results of previous studies conducted by Achá and Nieuwenhuis [2]
and Strichman [35] on SAT solver usage in a scheduling context.
Use of the system was observed to pose benefts in decision making.
Automation of menial tasks was noted to have helped reduce the
time necessary to create and fnalize schedules. Greater perceived
ease of completion of decision making tasks was likewise noted
among participants who utilized the system. Participants generally
perceived automatic confict resolution and subsequent generation
of schedules to have been benefcial to easing decision making.
The signifcant diference between the times taken by the experimental group to complete the frst and second group tasks could be
attributed to a learning curve period, as pointed out by participants
in follow-up interviews. Participants attributed the relatively longer
time it took for them to complete the frst group task to lack of
familiarity with the system. They indicated that they used most of
their time familiarizing themselves with features related to collaboration, and noted that by the second group task they were able to
familiarize themselves with the system enough to be able to utilize
it efciently. Apart from this, participants noted that being able to
automatically resolve conficts made it easier for them to decide
between schedules. It is interesting to note that during collaboration, some participants opted not to fully automate the creation of
their schedules, instead relying on using specifc features such as
confict resolution and editing of preexisting schedules.
Participants in the control group also cited other factors that
they believed hampered efciency of schedule creation and could
thus be condensed. They found it more difcult to make informed
decisions on which schedules to select as fnal schedules when
these were presented in a primarily text-based manner, without
corresponding visualization. The ability to visualize a schedule was
thus deemed to be crucial to allowing individuals to more immediately determine how satisfactory a schedule might be. Although
having more choices of classes to add was welcomed as facilitating
more fexibility in schedule creation, it was noted that students may
experience decision paralysis in situations necessitating the evaluation of larger numbers of choices, given the signifcant amount of
information processing and deliberation that would be entailed.
The extensive features encompassed in the design of the system
eliminate the need to perform tasks perceived as menial and redundant. Nonetheless, a seeming trade-of to this ease of use was
observed, as participants expressed that they felt that they needed
to allot time to more fully comprehend the system and maximize
its capabilities. It was observed that after some initial time spent
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exploring the system, most participants were able to accomplish
specifed tasks with relative ease. This may be correlated to the
relatively low UEQ perspicuity scores that were recorded.

7.3

Towards Automation of Schedule Creation

Although automation was perceived as generally benefcial by participants, they nonetheless expressed a preference for maintaining
control over fnal decisions. This suggests that while automation
may pose benefts in terms of facilitating faster and less strenuous
decision making, fully automating the process of creating a common schedule with peers may not be deemed entirely optimal due
to human factors, with users still desiring a degree of autonomy in
decision making.
While a majority of the participants expressed overall satisfaction
with their created schedules, results indicated that participants who
utilized the SAT solver-based system were more satisfed with their
schedules compared to those who did not. This perhaps suggests an
increase in the quality of fnal decisions that may be attributed to
reduction of cognitive load, as noted by Allen et al. [3] and Halstrom
[17]. It was also noted that participants were more satisfed when
they maintained a degree of control over the process, and indeed
often utilized automated features to varying degrees to achieve this
control. This indicates that when designing an automated scheduling system, it is important to consider freedom accorded to the user
throughout the scheduling process. A balance between automated
and manual decisions should be considered to maximize satisfaction
with the process.
User experience evaluation of the SAT solver-based system indicated that users expressed hesitance with what they perceived to
be the ambiguity of automated decisions performed by the system.
This might imply that when automating schedules, users may feel
more assuaged if they were presented with informative feedback
regarding the reasoning behind generated outcomes, especially if
these outcomes are sensitive to user inputs.

8

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, three data gathering activities were undertaken. Students from diferent colleges (within the university that served as
the testing domain) were selected as participants for needfnding
and contextual inquiry in order to collect varied perspectives from
students. In contrast, for the fnal controlled experiment, students
from the same college were selected as participants to facilitate
easier comparison and testing administration, with groups of participants being limited to 2–4 members. Testing with larger groups
could be undertaken to verify if similar fndings regarding efciency
of collaboration are upheld. Furthermore, improvements in collaboration were only measured through analysis of survey data and
time on task measurement. Future work might thus explore the use
of other metrics such as quantifying the amount of and diference
in communication between peers.
Collaborative features in this study were mostly asynchronous in
implementation. It may be noted that asynchronous collaboration
lacks the responsive feedback typical of synchronous collaboration. As responsive feedback could potentially further optimize
efciency of collaboration, integration of additional synchronous
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collaborative features, to be used alongside a SAT solver, could be
explored.
The proposed system was primarily dependent on an implemented SAT solver to facilitate features involving automated schedule generation. It allowed users to automatically resolve conficts
and generate potential schedules. However, the speed of automation was noted to decrease when users attempted to input greater
amounts of preferences and constraints. Diferent automation algorithms such as genetic algorithms, tabu search, and other constraint
satisfaction algorithms [28] can be considered in future works to
benchmark the speed and efciency of a SAT solver.
Future work tackling the implementation of automation in a
scheduling system might entail undertaking testing with more
complex use cases, such as when more conficting preferences or
more choices for a user to decide from are present. This can serve
to gauge the extent to which the reduction of stress and cognitive
load suggested in the results of this study holds true under more
potentially demanding conditions. Future work could also look into
applying SAT solvers or automation in general to facilitate improved
decision making in use cases in other non-academic domains that
may necessitate the creation of mutual schedules.

9

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a design for a schedule creation system
that assists users in balancing consideration of scheduling preferences with satisfaction of necessary constraints. We found that in
an academic scheduling domain, the use of a Boolean satisfability
(SAT) solver was efective in reducing the cognitive load and stress
of the schedule creation process, which led to benefcial efects
such as reduction in time taken to accomplish schedule creation
tasks, along with an increase in perceived satisfaction with decisions made. From our fndings, we emphasize consideration of the
use of informative feedback on automated decisions in order to
reduce the likelihood of perceived ambiguity and confusion with
such decisions, as well to aid in weighing possible decisions. Furthermore, we recommend preserving a balance between automated
and manual decisions. This would allow users to maintain a sense
of autonomy in decision making, while simultaneously reducing
the efort needed to efciently create a schedule.
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